General information
Camp Ground

Sequoia/Kings Canyon National Park
Cedar Grove area in Kings Canyon
Canyon View
Campsite D
Phone: (001) 559 565 3341

Hotel information:
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Four Points by Sheraton
9750 Airport Blvd,
Los Angeles
California, 90045
Phone: (001) 310 645 4600

AvatarMeet rules:

If you want to partake, you have got to follow the rules. AvatarMeet rules:
Rule number 1:
Be respectful of your hotel room...or you will be paying a larger bill than you expected.
Rule number 2:
Be mindful that you are representing the fans of one of the greatest films in history, don't let
the side down with bad or disrespectful behaviour.
Rule number 3:
Follow the instructions given by the planning team or outside officials if given. These are to
ensure your safety and enjoyment.
Rule number 4:
GO AND ENJOY YOURSELF WITH YOUR AVATAR FAMILY!!!!

Disclaimers:
By participating and/or attending any portion of this meetup, you agree to and understand that
this event is an informal meetup of friends. You will not hold any person/persons affiliated with
“AvatarMeet” legally responsible for anything that may happen to you during the event. Attending is voluntary and done so with the knowledge that you will be responsible for your own
actions.
James Cameron’s AvatarTM is a trademark of Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. No
endorsement implied.
This MeetUp Survival Guide is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
3.0 Unported License

Your Notes

Welcome to AvatarMeet 2014!
Now in its third year and still going strong, AvatarMeet finds itself in Los Angeles, the home
of Lightstorm and the creators of Avatar. Of course this can only mean one thing. The
‘txantsan’ visit to the studios, courtesy of the amazing people there who have been so
accommodating of us and to whom we give a massive IRAYO NÌTXAN for all they have done
for us. As you will find out they are just as big a fans of us as we are of them … and of
course Avatar!
Again Karyu Pawl is joining us and will give us a Na’vi refresher as well as Class 103, which
will be the next step along the way in learning Na’vi with the creator of the amazing
language. The planning team would like to extend a IRAYO NÌTXAN to Pawl and John who
have provided massive support for the event.
This Meetup Survival Guide will give you the low down on what is planned for the event,
along with useful information to help you get the most out your time with the clan.
Everything we can think of is covered, from arrival until the time we have to say
‘kìyevame,’ but if you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask. Enjoy your time
with your Avatar family. So as they say in Hollywood: Lights, Camera … ACTION!
Your AvatarMeet Planning Team

Shooting Schedule
Time
Activity
Sunday July 6 - Tuesday July 8: Pre-Meet Activities
-

AvatarMeet Camping (Optional)
AvatarMeet LA Tourist Invasion (Optional)
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Wednesday July 9 - Sunday July 13: AvatarMeet 2014
Wednesday July 9
During the day
Travel day and hotel check-in.
6 PM onwards
Welcome Event. Mandatory for everyone.
Thursday July 10
11 AM – 6 PM
Visit to Lightstorm. Departure by 10:00.
6 PM onwards
Free time
Friday July 11
Morning
Free Time and cosplay
Afternoon
Free Time and cosplay
3 PM onwards
Na’vi Refresher and clan meal
Saturday July 12
9 AM – 12 PM
Na'vi 103 lesson with by Karyu Pawl
1 PM – 4 PM
Eywa Volunteering at Madrona Park
6 PM onwards
Free Clan Time
Sunday July 13
Hotel check-out and ‘kìyevame’

5
5 and 7
12

6

6

6

Camping
For all who are taking parting in the camping activity this year for AvatarMeet 2014, it will
be taking place from Sunday July 6th - Tuesday July 8th. The camp will take place in the
beautiful surroundings of the Sequoia National Park. Sunday is designed to be a flexible
arrival day to accommodate different flight times and carpools. It is a 4-5 hour drive to the
campground from Los Angeles International Airport.
We have reserved a group
campsite at the Canyon
View Campground. We will
be at Group Campsite D. For
those camping you will be
responsible for bringing your
own sleeping gear tent/
sleeping bag, etc. More
information on camp food
plans and other logistical
information can be found on
AvatarMeet.com

http://www.avatarmeet.com/?m=5&s=6

Note that we are in rattlesnake country so it is advised that campers
attempt to arrive on Sunday so that Raiden can give a brief
presentation on how to be safe around rattlesnakes.

Camping Schedule:
Sunday July 6th
Camping arrival day. Arrival any time after noon for meet and greet.
Dinner: Italian.
Monday July 7
Make your own sandwiches with assorted sides and snacks for hiking lunch.
Day hike starting around 9 AM or 10 AM, with possible extension hike for those wanting
more. (Weather dependent, may move to Tuesday.)
Dinner: Mexican.
Tuesday July 8
Figure out carpool situation and drive to see famous landmarks of the park (Sherman Tree,
Moro Rock, Crystal Cave, Museums, Visitors Centers).
Leaving campsite around 9 AM. (Weather dependent,
may move to Monday.)
Make wraps and other alternatives for lunch.
Dinner: American BBQ.
Group night hike.
Wednesday July 9
Camping ends, transit to LA. Leaving campsite by 10
AM, arriving in LA around 2 PM.
Camp Motto: Leave nothing but your irayo.

Crotalus viridis helleri, also known as a
Southern Pacific Rattlesnake. (Photograph
courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey.)

AvatarMeet 2014 In Greater Detail
Wednesday July 9th - Meet
and Mingle
The hotel for this year’s AvatarMeet is
the Four Points by Sheraton, which is
conveniently located near LAX airport,
where many of us will be arriving. Below
is some information to help your visit
run as smoothly as possible.
Phone: (001) 310 645 4600
Website: www.fourpointslax.com
Check in time: 3 PM
Check out time: 12 PM
There is a free shuttle to and from the airport 24/7. Complimentary tea and coffee 7 AM
to 9 AM. Breakfast Buffet available at $15 from the comfort Restaurant and can be
purchased at the front desk. Free hotel wide high speed internet is available and a free
bottle of water is available everyday. There is an outdoor pool and 24 hour fitness center
for the more energetic. Those who prefer something a little more relaxed can get on the
Ocean Express Shuttle to Manhattan Beach at $5 for a round trip.
However, everyone needs to make sure they are back at the hotel for 5 PM for the
welcome event. It will be an opportunity for ‘aysmuk’ new and old to renew
acquaintances. An overview of the meet up and visit to Lightstorm visit being provided.

Thursday July 10th - Lightstorm Day
The waiting is over! Thursday is Lightstorm Day!
Everyone needs to be ready to leave by 10 AM.
Everyone will need to bring a standard
government issued photo ID for the security
check. Any possible ID issues should be
communicated before the visit. The NDA must
be signed before people can go on the tour. Just
a couple of pointers for everyone to bear in
mind:





If anyone has any questions they are
encouraged to ask.
Everyone must stay with the group.
Follow the instructions given by the
Lightstorm staff

For anyone who still has any queries regarding
the NDA the frequently asked questions
have been reproduced on page 7.

Friday July 11th - Cosplay
and Explore LA
Friday will be the cosplay day and all
attendees will be free to explore Los
Angeles. The city is a massive place
to explore and to help with this you
will find a tourist mode guide in this
MeetUp Survival Guide. This covers
place to eat, how to get around on
the public transit system and also a
shed load of place to visit. To help
you locate them a map have been
provided with the venues lettered to help you find them .

Saturday July 12th - Na’vi
Class 103 and Eywa
Volunteering
Na’vi Class 103 will take place at the
hotel from 9 AM through to 11 AM
and will be conducted by Karyu
Pawl. The lesson will assume a
basic understanding of the Na’vi
language, however, if you need a
refresher you can visit his blog to
view the videos from the previous classes: http://naviteri.org/category/navi-101/

After Lunch we will all head out to Madrona Marsh where everyone
will have the opportunity to give a little back to ‘Eywa’ We all know
that we have a responsibility to look after our beautiful planet. It is a
message that is at the heart of Avatar. This will be an opportunity for
all of us to do our little bit by helping out at the a nature conservation
area and contribute to habitat restoration.
The details are being finalized at the time of writing.
However, the intent is that it will suit all levels of
involvement to help make it an enjoyable time for
everyone, knowing that we have made a good
contribution. You can find more information at:
http://www.friendsofmadronamarsh.com/j/

Sunday July 13th - Kìyevame
Sooner or later AvatarMeet has to come to an end, but
it will only be until the next time.
Eywa ngahu frakrr ma frapo.

Non-Disclosure Agreement - Frequently Asked Questions:
What is a Non-Disclosure Agreement and
what does it mean?
It's essentially a written promise to keep a
secret. A Non-Disclosure Agreement, or
NDA, is a legal contract between two or more
parties that formalizes the trust between
those parties. It outlines the material,
knowledge, or information that the parties
wish to share with one another, but wish to
restrict access to or by third parties. The NDA
means that both parties agree not to disclose
information covered by the agreement so it is very much based on trust. However, if an
individual breaks that trust and the contract is breached, they will be faced with
consequences.
In the case of the visit to Lightstorm, the NDA will be an agreement between yourself and
Lightstorm Entertainment Inc. It means that you will not be able to disclose through any
means publicly or privately what you will get to see and hear about whilst on their
premises, without their formal agreement. The full terms of their agreement is contained
within the NDA, which will be forwarded to you prior to the event for review and hopefully
your agreement so you can visit their facilities. Be assured, though, that this is normal
practice for any such visit to a studio and is nothing new. Who knows what or who we
might see?
Why do I have to fill one in?
Lightstorm's facilities are a busy place as they are working towards starting production on
the next Avatar films. Consequently, Lightstorm needs to ensure that their work is
protected from leaks and allows them to 'reveal the curtain' when the time is right. The
NDA is all about trust and by signing it, Lightstorm is depending on you to honor that trust.
If there are any breaches in that trust it would seriously jeopardize, if not prevent, any
future Lightstorm and fan base interaction.
Do I need to see a lawyer before I sign it?
If you feel the need to seek legal advice prior to signing the agreement, you can. However,
the content of the NDA cannot be changed as it belongs to Lightstorm. If you feel unable to
sign the agreement, you will not have to. However, you will not be able to enter
Lightstorm's premises and will miss out on an amazing experience!
When and where will I need to sign it?
If you have not already been able to sign the NDA and get a copy forwarded through,
copies of the NDA will be available at the welcome event for signing.

What if I share my ideas for Avatar whilst at Lightstorm?
The employees of Lightstorm Entertainment know that this community has a deep bond
with Avatar and a vast imagination, but please DO NOT share any ideas, pitches, concepts…
while on the studio lot or through outside correspondence (phone, email, mail…) as they
are legally constrained from receiving them.
What happens if I accidentally say something that breaches the NDA?
Prevention is better than the cure - stick by the letter of the agreement that you

signed with Lightstorm. The NDA is all about trust and Lightstorm is depending on us to
honor that trust. If there are any breaches in that trust, as mentioned above, it would put
at risk the relationship that we have built with Lightstorm.
However, if you do let something out, 'hold your hand up' and be honest. Lightstorm will
need to know so they can understand what the breaches are and how to contain them (no
one likes spoilers). They will be very much relying on the community to self-police and it is
important that any breaches are contained and removed from public view and Lightstorm
is informed.
What are the consequences of breaching the NDA?
It depends on what the breach is, but let's be clear: Any breaches could not only put at risk
any future interaction between Lightstorm and the Avatar fan base, but also put at risk all
the hard work that is going into making the next three films. There may also be legal
ramifications for the individual who breached the agreement. So put simply, don't say or
post anything that you've agreed to keep between you and Lightstorm, and you will be
fine.
The desire to share is human nature, so it will be critically important to keep that in check.
For example, bragging that you met a cast member whose character died in the first Avatar
could lead to all sorts of consequences for you. It's like the idiom: "loose lips might sink
ships."

If you have a lot of trouble keeping secrets, you may wish to consider if this is one you'll
want the burden of.
My friends on the forums and family will want to know what I got up to, what will I be
able to tell them?
In a word: nothing! Non-disclosure is non-disclosure. However, there will be a portion of
the visit where you will be able to take photos to share. The team at Lightstorm will want
to take groups photos too! They will also provide clear guidance on what the boundaries
are, whilst at the same time doing all they can to make the visit as enjoyable and
memorable as possible.
What do I do if I see someone breach the NDA?
Inform the planning team and the forum admin to have the post removed if it is on a
forum. Lightstorm will need to be informed so they can understand what the breach is and
work out how to deal with it and if necessary, the individual.
You are reminded though, that any breaches will probably
end any future close ties between Lightstorm and the fan
community. So let’s not go there. Instead value the
experience and the fact that you will have been to the home
of Avatar!

Does the NDA also apply to overseas attendees?
Yes! Everyone visiting Lightstorm Entertainment must sign
(and is bound by) an NDA.
What if I'm under the age of 18?
Please sign the NDA if you are under the age of 18 and have a
legal guardian sign it as well.

Los Angeles Tourist Mode
Not everyone will be camping, so for those arriving early there will be an opportunity to
explore Los Angeles as a clan. To help a guide to some of the local attractions has been
provided. LA is well known for its congested roads and very limited parking, so you may
find that having a car in LA is not the best way to get around. The alternatives are the
buses and the metro. So below is a short guide to getting around LA the more
environmentally friendly way.

General Getting Around:
The buses provide the most extensive coverage of the city, while the
Metro runs rapid services over a number of dedicated routes as
shown on the route map to the right. Their website is here: http://
www.metro.net/
Single journeys by bus or rail are $1.50. You need to make sure you
have the correct change when using the bus. A single ticket is only
valid on one line. If you change lines then you must buy another ticket. Alternatively, you
can buy a Metro Day Pass for $5, which can be bought at any metro station or on board
any Metro bus. More information on fares can be found here: http://www.metro.net/
riding/fares/
Buses:
There are over 200 services in LA and most run every 15 minutes, although there is a
reduced service in the evenings and weekends as you would expect. More information
about the buses can be found here: http://www.metro.net/riding/maps/
Metro:
There are five Metro lines: The green and blue lines provide routes from south LA to the
enable you to change and join the red and purple lines that feed most of the tourist areas.
More information about the Metro can be found here: http://www.metro.net/riding/
maps/
Taxis:
Of course you may find that you need a taxi. Apparently it is virtually impossible to hail a
cab, unless you are in downtown. Hotels and transport terminals are good place to find
them and you will probably find that restaurants will order one for you at the end of the
evening. Some useful taxi firms are:
Checker Cab:
Website: http://ineedtaxi.com/
Tel: (800) 300-5007 or (323) 654 8400
Independent Cab:
Website: http://www.taxi4u.com/
Tel: (800) 521-8294
LA Taxi:
Website: http://www.yellowcabs4u.com/
Tel: (310) 598-0665

Places to eat:
The Four Points hotel has its own restaurant called Brewster’s. Located in the lobby next
to the Coffee Bar and the Front Desk, Brewster's is open for breakfast, lunch and dinner
daily. Open from 11 AM to 2 AM, it draws a casual crowd looking for a refreshing drink and
a tasty snack. However, if you would like to try some places further afield, then there are a
number of clusters of eating places located around. Below is a summary:
Manhattan Beach:
You can catch the Ocean Express bus at $5 for a round trip which will
take you to a number of the eating clusters as it makes its way to
Manhattan Beach. These include Downtown Manhattan Beach,
Manhattan Village Shopping Centre and Plaza El Segundo. More
information here: http://www.gatewaytola.org/index.cfm/programs/
ocean-express/

Studio Eateries:
Alight from Douglas Metro Station and head down South Douglas Street
a short distance, which will bring you very close to a certain studio and
also an abundance of eating establishments. These include traditional
American grills through to Japanese, Italian, Chinese, Mexican, seafood
and a sustainable eatery!
Westchester:
Just a 15 minute walk north west from the Four Points hotel you can
find yourself on Sepulveda Boulevard where there are a number of
shops and restaurants. These cover Mexican, Thai, Chinese and the
usual American fare.

Los Angeles – Tourist Listing
Los Angeles is famous for many things. The two that seem to stand out the most are its
movie business and the smogs! But there is far more to LA. If you are thinking of arriving a
bit early for AvatarMeet 2014 or thinking of something to do in a bit of spare time, the
following provides a few ideas to help you along your way. The map below points out a
number of LA attractions that may be of interest. Each of them are lettered and colored
and correspond to the brief description and visitor information that follows.

Museums:
The Museums in LA appear in two clusters; one just east of Beverly Hills and another just
south west of downtown. The cluster east of Beverley Hills include the county museum of
art and the La Brea Tar Pits amongst a few others. Details follow:

A - Los Angeles County Museum of Art:
If art is your thing then this is definitely worth a stop from painting to performance and
from film to music.
Address: 5905 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90036.
Tel: (323) 857-6000
Open every day except Wednesdays, from 11 AM to 5 PM and 10 AM to 7 PM at
weekends.
Entry costs: $15, Seniors and Student with ID - $10.
Website: http://www.lacma.org/
B - Craft and Folk Art Museum:
This engages people through its diverse exhibitions and programs that challenge
established ideas about craft and folk art and inspire a sense of inquiry and creativity
within all people.
Address: 5814 Wilshire Boulevard (at Curson), Los Angeles, CA 90036
Tel: (323) 937-4230
Open every day except Mondays, from 11 AM to 5 PM and 12 AM to 6 PM at weekends.
Entry costs: $7, Seniors and Student with ID - $5.
Website: http://www.cafam.org/
C - La Brea Tar Pits and George C Page Museum:
The Page Museum at the La Brea Tar Pits is one of the world’s most famous fossil localities.
This onsite Museum displays Ice Age fossils — including saber-toothed cats, dire wolves
and mammoths — from 10,000 to 40,000-year-old asphalt deposits.
Address: 5801 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90036
Tel: (323) 857-6300
Open every day from 9:30 AM to 5 PM.
Entry costs: $15, Seniors and Student with ID - $12.
Website: http://www.tarpits.org/
If science and natural history are more your thing then just to the south west of Downtown
you can visit the:
D - California Science Center:
California Science Center provides science on a plate! It houses just about everything
someone with an interest in science would like to see and experience. From ecosystems
and urban ecology through to transportation and the Space Shuttle Endeavour.
Address: Exposition Park, near Downtown Los Angeles
Tel: (323) 724 3623
Open every day from 10 AM to 5 PM.
Entry costs: FREE!
Website: http://www.californiasciencecenter.org/
E - Natural History Museum of LA County:
A museum that houses over 35 million specimens dating back 4.5 billion years, it provide
the ‘big picture’ of the planet, the natural and cultural world. The museum aims to help
people understand Earth’s biodiversity, because knowing what is out there is the first step
to conservation.
Address: 900 Exposition Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90007
Tel: (213) 763-3466

Open every day from 9:30 AM to 5 PM.
Entry costs: $12, Seniors and Student with ID - $9.
Website: http://www.nhm.org/site/
F - African-American Museum:
This is a museum to research, collect, preserve, and interpret for public enrichment the
history, art and culture of African Americans with an emphasis on California and the
western United States.
Address: 600 State Drive, Exposition Park, Los Angeles, California 90037
Tel: (213) 744 7432
Open every day from 8:30 AM to 5 PM.
Entry costs: FREE!
Website: http://www.caamuseum.org/

Heading Downtown
If you feel curious a trip Downtown might be of interest. It’s highly likely you will recognize
some of the place as it has been many a back drop for film and TV. But what is there to
see:
G - Grand Central Market:
The Grand Central Market opened in 1917 and has been in continuous operation since to
celebrate the cuisines and cultures of Los Angeles. There is over 30,000 square-foot
arcade encompasses a food emporium and retail marketplace.
Website: http://www.grandcentralmarket.com/
H - Museum of Contemporary Art:
A former police car warehouse in Little Tokyo
renovated by the noted California architect Frank
O. Gehry, The Geffen Contemporary at MOCA
(formerly The Temporary Contemporary) opened
in 1983. This location offers 40,000 square feet of
exhibition space and a branch of the MOCA Store.
Address: 152 North Central Avenue, Los Angeles,
MOCA
CA 90012
© User: Ngb / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-SA-3.0
Tel: (213) 626-6222
Open every day from 11 AM to 5 PM, apart from Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
Entry costs: Entry costs: $12, Seniors and Student with ID - $7.
Website: http://www.moca.org/
I - Japanese American National Museum:
The museum’s program reflects the Japanese American experience within the context of
America’s diverse history, culture, and arts, and within the international context of the
Japanese people who have migrated to other parts of the world.
Address: 100 North Central Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90012
Tel: (213) 625 0414
Open every day from 11 AM to 5 PM, apart from Mondays.
Entry costs: Entry costs: $9, Seniors and Student with ID - $5.
Website: http://www.janm.org/

J - Angles Flight Railway:
If you want to get from South Hill Street to South Grand Avenue and you don’t fancy the
hill, try the Angles Flight Railway! For just 50c you can ride on the world’s shortest railway.
http://angelsflight.com/

Life’s a Beach!
As you will know LA is on the coast line and the beaches stretch for miles. So if you want
to show off your physique, improve your tan or do some ‘sight seeing’ then there will be
quite a bit to interest you:
K - Pacific Park:
Located on the world famous Santa Monica Pier, Pacific Park® is the family place to play!
It's the West Coast's only amusement park located on a pier. Millions of visitors each year
enjoy all the rides, games and fun you'd expect from one of Southern California's Leading
attractions. Pacific Park® has it all ... a dozen rides, midway games, ocean front specialty
food outlets and seaside shopping.
http://www.pacpark.com/
L - Venice Beach:
Venice Beach is understood to include the beach, the
promenade that runs parallel to the beach (“Ocean
Front Walk” or just “the boardwalk”), Muscle Beach,
the handball courts, the paddle tennis courts, Skate
Dancing plaza, the numerous beach volleyball courts,
the bike trail and the businesses and residences that
have their addresses on Ocean Front Walk.
http://venicebeach.com/

Venice Beach

M - Dockweiler Beach:
Dockweiler State Beach features a three mile long shoreline with a picnic area and
concession stand. The wide beach is beneath the take-off path from Los Angeles
International Airport.
http://beaches.lacounty.gov/wps/portal/dbh/home/detail/?
current=true&urile=wcm:path:/dbh+content/dbh+site/home/home+detail/
dockweiler+beach+detail
N - Manhattan Beach:
Manhattan Beach is a classic southern California beach with volleyballs, surfers and
sunbathers. The South Bay Bicycle Trail and a pedestrian only walkway run through the
beach and is great place to jog and bike. Many dining and shopping options are available in
nearby Downtown Manhattan Beach.
http://www.ci.manhattan-beach.ca.us/visitors
O - Redondo Beach:
Redondo Beach has been a preferred resort destination for more than a century. A
coastline and beaches rivaling the most beautiful Mediterranean resorts, a pleasure Pier
for strolling, shopping and dining, a sport fishing fleet, a harbor with many seaside
restaurants and cafes – all contribute to a unique and relaxing seaside ambience.
http://www.redondo.org/default.asp

Glitz & Glam:
Of course you haven’t really visited LA unless you have done the Hollywood ‘thing’. Just
simply head for Hollywood Boulevard and work your way along. There is a fair bit to see
besides the Hollywood sign on the hill side:
P - Egyptian Theatre:
Grauman's Egyptian Theater, on Hollywood Boulevard in Hollywood, California, is one of
the world's most famous movie theaters. Opened in 1922, it was the venue for the firstever Hollywood premiere.
Address: 6712 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028
Tel: (323) 461 2020
General Admission: Entry costs: $11, Seniors and Student with ID - £9.
Website: http://egyptiantheatre.com/tixtheatregeneralinfo.htm#tix
Q - Hollywood Guinness World of Record Museum:
From the Largest Work of Art to the Lowest Limbo … Record-breaking facts and feats
documented by the best selling copyrighted book in the world come to life at the Guinness
World Records Museum in Hollywood.
Address: 6764 Hollywood Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90028
Tel: (323) 463 6433
General Admission: Entry costs: $17, Seniors - £15.
Website: http://www.guinnessmuseumhollywood.com/
R - Mann’s Chinese Theatre:
It was once stated that “to visit Los Angeles and not see the Chinese is like visiting China
and not seeing the Great Wall.” Grauman’s opulent, awe-inspiring presence and history
has been a cornerstone of Hollywood for over 75 years.
Address: 6925 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028
Tel: (323) 464 6266
Website: http://www.tclchinesetheatres.com/

S - Hollywood Walk of Fame:
Enjoy exploring the world's most famous
sidewalk and the celebrities it honors
Website: http://www.walkoffame.com/

Hollywood Walk
of Fame

T - Universal Studios:
Find a full day of action-packed entertainment all
in one place: thrilling theme park rides and
shows, a real working movie studio, and Los
Angeles’ best shops, restaurants and cinemas at
CityWalk. Universal Studios Hollywood is a
unique experience that’s fun for the whole
family.
Address: 100 Universal City Plaza, Universal City, CA 91608
Tel: (800) 864 8377
Open every day from 10 AM to 5 PM.
Entry costs: $84!
Website: http://www.universalstudioshollywood.com/

U - Warner Brothers:
See “Behind-the-scenes” and “into-the-scenes” of your favorite shows and movies at the
world’s busiest motion picture and television studio. Guests of the Warner Bros VIP Tour
are offered a rare and intimate glimpse into real Hollywood at work. This ain’t no theme
park! The 2 hour 15 minute tour via carts takes you through back lot streets, sound stages,
sets and craft shops.
Address: 3400 W. Riverside Dr. Burbank, CA 91505
Tel: (877) 492 8687
Open every day from 8:15 AM to 4 PM.
Entry costs: $54!
Website: http://vipstudiotour.warnerbros.com/

Other stuff
You bet there is other stuff to do and dotted all over the place. Here are a few:
V - Los Angeles Zoo:
Los Angeles Zoo is located to the north east of Hollywood and incorporates the botanical
gardens. As you can guess it’s full of animals looking at humans looking at animals!
Address: 5333 Zoo Drive, Los Angeles, CA, 90027
Tel: (323) 644 4200
Open every day from 10 AM to 5 PM.
Entry costs: $18, Seniors - £15.
Website: http://www.lazoo.org/
W - Grffith Observatory:
Griffith Observatory is an icon of Los Angeles, a national leader in public astronomy, a
beloved civic gathering place, and one of southern California's most popular attractions.
The Observatory is located on the southern slope of Mount Hollywood in Griffith Park, just
above the Los Feliz neighborhood. It is 1,134 feet above sea level and is visible from many
parts of the Los Angeles basin.
Address: 2800 East Observatory Road, Los Angeles, CA 9002
Tel: (213) 473-0800
General Admission: FREE!
Website: http://www.griffithobs.org/

And Finally, The Weather:
Los Angeles is mild and temperate, with
sunshine and fair weather guaranteed
pretty much from May to October.
Humidity ranges from 65% to 77%.
Temperature wise it hovers around the
28C/83F mark. It might be a bit warm for
some, but it generally good beach and
theme park weather – which LA has in
abundance!

